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The Student Conduct Code, 
product of seven months' inten-
sive discussions and debates by 
the Student-Faculty Relations 
Committee, was unanimously ap-
proved by the Faculty Senate. 
The code was presented last 
spring by the Dean of Students' 
office to the Student-Faculty Re-
lations Committee in answer to 
a need for a definition of Univer-
sity policy in this area. The 
"Joint Statement on The Rights 
and Freedoms of Students" forms 
the basis for the code. 
The objective of the Code is 
to define the students' rights with-
in the University community. 
The discrepancies between the 
version of the code published in 
this year's Logger Ledger and the 
new version deal with the discip-
linary powers of the University, 
policy concerning demonstrations, 
drug involvment, and use of alco-
holic beverages. 
The disciplinary powers of the 
University were clarified in the 
new version, guaranteeing that 
the University would not dupli-
cate the function of civil author-
ities. It now reads: "In so de-
claring the University specifical-
ly affirms the Joint Statement's 
repudiation of "double jeopardy." 
But if the student's actions are 
simultaneously detrimental to his 
own health, or the health, wel-
fare or general well-being of the 
University community, the Uni-
versity may exercise its discip-
linary authority in accordance 
with the procedures set forth in 
this code." 
The existing policies concerning 
demonstrations specify that they  
should not, "actively disrupt 
scheduled class meetings, teach-
ing, administration, disciplinary 
procedures and/or other univer-
sity functions, or authorized ac-
tivities." The committee's ver-
sion states more specifically 
"that demonstrations are not to 
disrupt scheduled classes, teach-
ing, administration, traffic, dis-
ciplinary activities, or the right 
of others to demonstrate." 
Disciplinary procedures for 
drugs and alcoholic beverages 
found in the Logger Ledger were 
found to be inconsistent. The 
jurisdiction of the university ex-
tended off campus for "involve-
ment" with drugs, but only on 
campus for alcohol usage. A 
policy on drugs and alcohol was 
formulated, stating: "Any pos-
session, consumption, or sale of 
unlawful drugs, or alcoholic bev-
erages, on dcampus, in University 
buildings, or in any activity con-
nected with the University, may 
be cause for a student to be sus-
pended or dismissed. Sale by 
(Continued on Page 11) 
* 	 * 	 * 
Constitutionality 
By Jan Hurst 
In the days when freedom of 
speech is such an important is-
sue, the Tacoma City Council 
saw fit to pass an ordinance which 
many feel is a violation of basic 
constitutional rights. 
The ordinance (sponsored by 
Councilman Zatkovich), was pass-
ed by a 7-2 vote, is aimed against 
the printing or circulating of ma-
terial which might be judged as 
inciting crime or violence. An 
addition to the original ordinance 
was made by Councilman Bott 
to discourage the disrespect of law 
enforcement officers. 
Ordinance No. 18669 
As passed, the ordinance reads 
that, 
Every person who shall will-
fully print, publish, edit, is-
sue, or knowingly circulate, 
sell, distribute or display any 
book, paper, document or writ-
ten or printed matter, in any 
form advocating, encouraging 
or inciting or having a ten-
dency to encourage or incite 
the commission of any crime, 
breach of the peace or act of 
violence, or which shall tend to 
provoke a breach of the peace 
through encouraging disrespect 
for law enforcement officers, 
shall be declared disorderly. 
Evidence For The Action 
"The Flame", a publication 
which explained how to make 
guerilla warfare materials and re-
ferred to policemen as "Pig Cops," 
was considered to be a factor for 
the presentation of the ordinance 
by Councilman Zatkovich. 
Leroy Annis, ACLU spokesman 
and UPS English professor, said 
"This is definitely unconstitu-
tional on its face. We will not 
let anyone tamper with our 
rights." Annis told the council 
that "this is an over-reaction to 
a touchy situation." 
* 	 * 	 * 
Questioned 
Stephen Haines, former UPS 
student, suggested that Zatko-
vich go the whole way and in- 




Parents' 	 weekend 	 activities, 
scheduled once a year, will be 
helping parents become more fa-
miliar with UPS campus life to-
morrow and Sunday, November 
8 and 9. A welcoming committee 
will greet arriving parents in the 
foyer of the Student Union Build-
ing between 8:30 and 11:00, and 
help in registration. 
A full week-end of activities has 
been planned for the parents, 
starting at 10:00 with a lecture 
and slide showing by Dr. Phillips, 
on the Foreign Study Program. Af-
ter a 10:30 coffee break, Dean 
Bock will inform parents on the 
4-1-4 program, followed by lunch. 
The UPS-Western Wash. State 
game is scheduled for 1:30 in Ba-
ker Stadium, and all parents are 
invited. A banquet will be served, 
5:30-7:00. 
University Church services will 
be held Sunday at 11:00, followed 
by an open coffee hour at the R. 
Franklin Thompson home. Tickets 
for the game and banquet may be 
purchased for $1.50 and $2.00, 
respectively. 
Dr. Gordon D. Alcorn, head of 
the University of Puget Sound 
Biology Department, will trace 
man from early times through 
agriculture to urban life, to show 
how he has destroyed and pol-
luted his environment, as part 
of the Regester Lecture program 
at 8 p.m. November 13 in Jones 
Hall Auditorium at UPS. The 
lecture title is "Shadow on the 
Land." 
The third annual Regester Lec-
ture honors Dr. John D. Reges-
ter, professor of emeritus of phil-
osophy at UPS where he has 
taught since 1924. The lecture is 
public. 
In 1965 Dr. Regester, who 
wrote the first American book 
on the works of Dr. Albert 
Schweiter, the famous humani-
tarian, retired as dean of the 








The ACLU, University Church, 
TRAIL, and the student body of 
UPS stite responding to the pass-
age of the Tacoma City Ordin-
ance No. 18669 in the form of a 
demonstration and teach-in in 
Jones Quad Wednesday, Nov-
ember 13. The demonstration will 
be orderly, starting at 12:00 and 
ending at 3:00, when the demon-
strators will move their position 
to the County-City Building to 
join forces with those of Tacoma 
Community College. A minimum 
of 25 pickets per hour will march 
in front of the building as the 
employees leave the premises. 
The sponsoring parties hope to 
have the additional coverage of 
Channel 11 (KTNT television). 
A work party is scheduled on 
Saturday, November 9 in the 
north part of the Student Union 
Building, for the purpose of sign-
painting and general organization. 
The TRAIL supports this action 
(Continued on Page 11) 
Dr. Gordon Alcorn 
Dr. Alcorn explained that dur-
ing his lecture, "I plan to show 
how man has tried to manipulate 
his environment — but failed — 
and how he can live in the future 
when our ecological relationships 
1 968-1 969, No. 6 	 November 8, 1968 
University Community Rallies 
To Protest City Ordinance 
Dr. Gordon Alcorn To Be 
Featured Regester Speaker 
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'Through The Looking Glass' 
it can be noted that they are not 
eligible voters or serious students 
of government, but grubby drop-
outs, looking for sensationalism or 
attention. The point is that most 
Americans are sick and tired of 
the uninvited harassment. As 
presidential candidate George 
Wallace has said time and time 
again: these protestors should 
take the load off their minds by 
getting haircuts. Whether one 
agrees or not with a speakers 
views, he should at least let the 
speaker express them without in-
terruption. Certainly, if protes-
tors could remain calm during a 
speech they would be able to 
register their complaints after-
wards. In a recent speech, presi-
dential candidate Hubert Hum-
phrey yielded the floor to a young 
demonstrator, who made a short 
speech. If Humphrey was willing 
to do this, he definitely would be 
willing to listen to a protest be-
fore his speech. One can see the 
demonstrators point of view, they 
are affraid they will not be rec-
ognized by the speaker or more 
importantly by the television 
cameras. 
It is shameful to see intelligent 
candidates degenerate to the level 
of these protestors by returning 
insults to them. Protestors should 
stop using their mouths so much 
and turn to their brains, to think 
of proper ways to express them-
selves. For example; they could 
work for candidates that do ex-
press the views closest to theirs. 
—Richard Morgan 
pressed, only only in the world 
community, but here in our be-
loved America and suppression 
has no part in a democracy. No, 
Mr. Bullert, Dave Harris is not 
the professional hater of America 
because he recognizes a n d 
preaches the gospel of change; it 
is people like you Mr. Bullert, 
who fail to see the need for 
change who are the hater of 
America. It is the lack of change 
that will destroy America, Mr. 
Bullert, not the presence of 
change; and until people realize 
this fact Dave Harris and many 
more like him will continue to 
sow the seeds of change. You see 
Mr. Bullert, once there is no need 
to criticize, then we should be- 
ware . . . 
Sincerely, 
Judy Andrews 
Right To Dissent 
Much has been written about 
this subject, but apparently the 
people to whom it has been direct-
ed have not bothered to read it. 
They are busy painting protest 
signs, thinking of more vulgar 
slogans, and picking tomatoes to 
throw at various speakers. 
Almost any day, one can watch 
a candidate try to speak and be 
interrupted by certain people 
people who do not know how to 
express their concern in a proper 
fashion. Usually they represent 
a minority and if closely examined 
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EDITORIAL 
The recent ordinance passed by the Ta-
coma City Council deserves to be recognized. 
It should be mounted, framed, and hung on 
the walls of the County-City Building complete 
with the caption, "Through the Looking Glass." 
It is unique in that it causes the progressive 
wheels of government to come to a grinding 
halt and reverse direction. 
In passing this ordinance the council man-
aged to violate the basic civil liberties of free-
dom of speech and expression. The implications 
of such a law are far-reaching and dangerous, 
for it could be interpreted to apply to any 
publication criticizing police tactics, public li-
braries, bookstores carrying such controversial 
books ar Thoreau's "On Civil Disobedience," 
Bible-readers, and the list goes on. 
The motive for the passage of this ordi 
nance was clearly aimed at discriminating 
against two or three Tacoma groups which are 
controversial in nature. What the council oh-
viously did not realize was that by their act of 
discrimination they have played into the hands 
of these groups. Had they wanted to prevent  
disrespect for the law and its officers, they 
could not have found a more flawless way to 
defeat their purpose. Indeed, the ordinance 
itself "has a tendency to encourage or incite 
the commission of a crime," for some disgusted 
citizens just might get angry enough to show 
some real disrespect. Then what could they say? 
Knowing full well of the unconstitutionality 
of this ordinance, the councilmen have at least 
two alternatives before them. One is to wait 
for the emergence of a test case which would 
automatically undo their decision, as well as 
cast a strongly unfavorable image upon them. 
The other is to quietly repeal the law, avoiding 
adverse publicity. 
I believe there is no question as to the ac-
tion that should be taken. The city council of 
Tacoma cannot afford the bad publicity of a 
test case, especially after they have passed the 
largest budget in the city's history. 
The question of how soon the law can be 
removed from the books is one of real import-
ance to the people of this city who have vested 
their faith and tax dollars in these men. 
Letters To 
The Editor 
Dear Mr. Bullert, 
I would like to take this op-
portunity to reply to your vocifer-
our editirial brading David Har-
ris as a "professional hater of 
America". It seems to me, that 
in your pre-occupation with his 
statements on the military system 
of the United States, you some-
how. mistakenly no doubt, over-
looked the main point of Mr. 
Harris' discourse. 
If I remember rightly, Mr. 
Harris was trying to get the point 
across that if America is going 
to survive as a democratic society 
many, if not most, of society's 
institutions must be changed to 
meet the changing needs of socie-
ty. You see, Mr. Bullert. change 
is fundamental to democracy. 
Even our founding fathers recog-
nized that there would be many 
needs for Constitutional and gov-
ernmental change arising through 
time. Mr. Harris does not preach 
the destruction of America. On 
the contrary, re recognizes that 
America's survival depends on 
the successful canging of many 
of her institutions. 
Mr. Harris sees the need to 
change all those institutions oper-
ating on fear. He realizes, as 
others of us that fear is not what 
is needed in today's world. The 
military and its conscription pro-
cess is only one of those institu-
tions spreading fear, not only 
among Americans, but among the 
peoples of the world. The world 
cannot afford to be governed by 
fear any longer. Only when the 
leaders of the world can join 
together for the mutual benefit 
of all with fear be partially eras-
ed from governing, educational, 
and religious institutions. As long 
as societies are based on fear, 
people will continue to be sup- 
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State 	  
Perfect symbol 
of the love you share 
Being with each other, doing things together  . . . knowing that 
your affection is growing into precious and enduring love.  Happily, 
all these cherished moments will be forever symbolized  by your 
diamond engagement ring. 
If the name, Keepsake, is in the ring and on the tag, you are 
assured of fine quality and lasting satisfaction. The engagement 
diamond is flawless, of superb color, and precise modem cut. Your 
Keepsake Jeweler will assist you in making your selection 
 . . . He's 
in the yellow pages, under "Jewelers." 
REGISTERED 
	 p• al< el 
DIAMOND RINGS 
rHOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING —1 
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13201 I 
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engage- 
ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for 
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book. 
Ken Flanagan 	 Rosemary Alvord 
Drive Her in Soon . . . 
See the New OPEL 
GILCHRIST BUICK, INC. 
6004 So. Tacoma Way 	 GR 4-0645 





TRAIL STAFF REVIEW 
"What is the meaning of this" 
intones Madame Rosepettle as she 
concludes Oh Dad, Poor Dad, 
Mama's Hung You in the Closet 
and I'm Feeling So Sad in per-
fect anticipation of the audiences' 
own reaction to the play. Indeed, 
Arthur Kopits' play is probably 
best characterized as the drama-
tists' version of a Rorschach ink-
blot test. The production seems 
to offer something for any criti-
cal perspective. There are enough 
Freudian, absurdist, slapstick, 
and melodramatic elements to 
cause a whole spectrum of critics 
to gleefully apply their trade. 
In Tom Mannings' product, 
probably the most striking fea-
ture is the presentation of the 
comic grotesque, produced by 
perverse twists of human relation-
ships between domineering Ma-
dame Rosepettle, her cowed 
son, Jonathan and a harlot, Ros-
alie. Jonathan provides most of 
the grotesquerie as he tries to 
avoid seduction by Rosalie and 
please his protective mother at 
the same time. 
To this critic, the play defies 
a neat intellectual label, much 
less a flat statement of meaning 
or purpose. The major point is 
that I enjoyed the production, in 
spite of having, been confused by 
some of the plot, disappointed in 
some of the performances and 
rather carried away by the Venus-
fly-traps (which I found delight-
ful). Dave Lyles played Jona-
than with admirable fervor, elicit-
ing howls of sympathy from the 
audience as he stuttered his way 
through hilarious scene after 
scene. 
Madame Rosepettle, played by 
Becky Sprang, was an esteem-
able villianess who stomped and 
gesticulated herself a fine per-
formance. Rick Stockstads' Com-
madore Roseabove was a solid 
contributation to the cast, al-
though he did not really convey 
the age given to him by the make-
up departments snowy-white hair. 
I found the most unconvincing 
role to be that of Rosalie, Nancy 
Kunze, even though she did seem 
to discover who her character was 
in the last scene and acted ac-
cordingly. Mention must be made 
of the corpse who looked amaz-
1 ugly dead and did some beautiful 
stage falls. 
Technically, the production 
showed beautiful work. Bob Coun-
trymans' sets, hampered at times 
by technical difficulties, was ex-
tremely effective from a 
 comic 
point of view, besides making 
clever use of a small stage area. 
Rockwell Smith created lighting 
and sound effects that were as 
important to the plays' impact 
as 
 the actors. Even if the play-
wright left us with inexplicable 
play, the UPS Players are to be 
commended for a good presenta-
tion of his work. 
New changes and innovations 
in the Peace Corps will be ex-
plained by Ken Flanagan and 
Rosemary Alvord, two Peace 
Corps representatives who will 
be recruiting volunteers Novem-
ber 13, 14, 15. 
Ken Flanagan, 27, graduated 
from the University of Santa 
Clara and volunteered in Co-
lumbia, South America, from 
1964-66. He taught English and 
physical education in colleges, 
high schools and primary schools. 
He also coached baseball and 
basketball teams. Living in the 
coastal fishing city of Santa Mar-
ta, Flanagan helped to develop 
and coach the city teams, in-
cluding adults and children as 
well as teenagers. 
Rosemary Alvord, 24, served 
her Peace Corps stretch in Korea, 
where she taught English during 
her first year, devising the les-
sons as she went along. The sec-
ond year she worked with and 




Raised 	 eyebrows, 	 startled 
glances and hearty approval gave 
this year's rally squad a good 
start. By introducing the "new 
look" in green and gold, rally 
has incorporated a vigorous spirit 
at UPS football games. Not only 
have they exhibited great spirit 
at the home games, but they have 
faithfully followed the Loggers 
on the road as well. 
This year's cheer squad has 
met the challenge to improve 
school spirit by initiating new 
chants and unique ideas such as 
"Lick the Lutes" lollypops and 
"Pop Pomona" balloons. They 
have also been given a big boost 
by the UPS Spirit organizations 
Chips and Choppers. 
Plans for future games include 
led discussions with Korean 
teachers on methodology and the 
philosophy of learning. Off the 
job, Miss Alvord organized an 
English disscussion gsoup with 
university students and another 
with older people. The groups 
became forums and led to "ex-
citing exchanges" of ideas and 
many close and respected friend-
ships. 
One of the changes in the pro-
gram is the extension and ex-
pansion of the Peace Corps/Col-
lege degree program. 
The representatives will be on 
campus all day Wednesday. 
Thursday and Friday in the sub. 
After 4:00 they may be found in 
room nine of the basement. They 
will also make several guest ap-
pearance in Dr. N'egno's inter-
national law class at 11:00 and 
international relations at 1:00. 
Interested persons should con-
tact Art Ward, 601 N. Puget 
Sound, at SK 9-0439, for furth-
er information. 
a football game between the 
Choppers and the Soccer team 
during halftime, and an all school 
group competition is planned for 
basketball. 
Rally has found it an exciting 
experience following the team 
this year, but unfortunately their 
ten voices cannot boost the team 
to victory alone. Those who have 
followed the team both home 
and away will agree 
"UPS football is phe-
nomenal! People don't realize 
what great action they're miss-
ing." 
Life is a tragedy 
for those who feel 
and a comedy for 
those who think. 
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COLLEGE men & women 
JOBS ARE WAITING for young men and women with business 
skills and college training! Our specialized courses in accounting, 
business administration and secretarial skills can qualify you 
for a position where you can make the most of your college 
education and where advancement opportunities are unlimited. 
You can quickly gain a foothold in the career of your choice — 
finance, industry, civil service, publishing, or television. Free 
placement. Send for your free booklet, "How to Add Earning 
Power to Your College Training." 
KNAPP COLLEGE TACOMA WASH. 
Telephone MA 7-2181 — Tenth & Pacific Ave. 
Ski Buffs do it! 
LOTION 
English feather® 
For men who want to be where the 
action is. Very schussy. Very mas-
culine, ALL-PURPOSE LOTION. 
$2.50, $4.00, $6.50. From the com-
plete array of ENGLISH LEATHER 
men's toiletries. 
A  YK011l CI Cn MLM COMPANY. INC NUP1116 ALL N I 11a4; 
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Reviewing Africa 
The Tragedy of Biafra, Pt. 1 
By George Obiozor 
For a couple of weeks this column will be devoted to a 
study of Biafra. 
I shall be relating the background of Nigeria from its col-
onial history under England to independence in 1960. Then, 
 I 
will follow the events after independence that finally led to the 
creation of Biafra. 
Biafra, formerly the eastern region of Nigeria, declared her 
independence on May 30, 1967. By July 6, 1967 the Nigerian 
junta in Lagos, goaded by England and the Soviet Union, un-
leashed a war of extermination against Biafra. Several independ-
ent observers have regarded Biafra's tragedy as one of the 
worst in this century. 
My columns will go into issues beyond the war and why 
so much silence has prevailed in a matter which should have 
deserved attention in all the world of humanity. This will be a 
broad based discussion about the different ethnic groups in 
Nigeria, differences in religion and culture, and what is more, 
differences that emanated from the colonial history of Nigeria. 
The tragedy of Biafra has been described in different ways 
by both individuals and governments. The Republic of Zambia 
gave the following statement on the recognition of Biafra: 
The Zambian government has been concerned about 
the future of that area of Africa. Even before the 
crisis burst into military hostilities the Zambian gov-
ernment did everything in its power to precent the 
increasing tension fro mescalating into a shooting war. 
Since the outbreak of war, Zambia has employed all 
available means to avert further loss of life and prop-
erty, but the indiscriminate massacre of the innocent 
civilian population has filled us with horror. Whereas 
it is our ardent desire to foster African unity, it would 
be morally wrong to force anyone into unity founded 
on blood. 
The United Republic of Tanzamia, in the statement of rec-
ognition of Biafra, said: 
The basic case for Giafra's secession from Nigerian Fed-
eration is that people from the Eastern region can no 
longer feel safe in other parts of the Federation. They 
are not accepted as citizens of Nigeria by the other 
citizens of Nigeria. Not only is it impossible for lbos 
and people of related tribes to live in an assurance of 
personal safety if they work outside Biafra, it would 
also be impossible for any representtive of those people 
to move freely and without fear in any other part of 
the Federation of Nigeria. These fears are genuine 
and deep-seated; no one can say they are groundless. 
The peoples of Eastern Nigeria can point to too many 
bereaved homes, too many maimed people, for anyone 
to deny the reasonable ground sfor their fears. It is 
these fears which are the root cause both for the se-
cession and for the fanaticism with which the people of 
Eastern Nigeria have defended the country they de- 
clared to be independent. The only way to remove the 
Easterners' fear is for the Nigerian authorities to accept 
its existence, and then to talk of terms of equality with 
those involved about the way forward. 
A magazine called the New Republic captioned my people's 
tragedy in the following sentence: 
. . . but however vaunting their ambitions and how-
ever reckles stheir arrogance, they have paid a hun-
dre dtimes over in a terrible war. The Biafrians still 
believe there is success for them, not militarily, to be 
sure, but from a 'world conscience' which arounsed by 
famine, will descend on Nigeria and force it to aban-
don its wicked and aggressive deprediations, and from 
a sudden dawning realization by Lagos itself, that the 
Biafrans have been right all along, or more realistic-
ally, by recognition in Lagos that the Nigerians cannot 
occupy Biafra successfully despite their military super-
iorit y. 
To the 
is a 	 unity, unity with the same pretext as Hitler used in war of 
sending 6 million Jews to their graves amidst the silence of the 
world. Again silence, again unity, again agony, anguish and 
perhaps over 6 million will die before the eyes of the silent 
world . . . 
The deepest well in the world 
is an oil well in Pecos, Texas: 
it is 25,340 feet deep. 
X 	 X 
Seven days 
in the Cellar 
does NOT 
make one weak 
It is expected that the ACLU 
will take action to get the ordin-
ance voided as soon as a test case 
is made. 
Constitutionality 
Held in Question 
(Continued From Page 1) 
dude a prohibition against think 
ing. He asked the council why 
they did not attempt to sit down 
and wind out what is troubling 
the persons to whom this or-
dinance was directed. 
Deputy Mayor Bott countered 
that he did not think that the 
effort would change the opinions 
of persons who were responsible 
for the publications that used 
"four-letter words and the vile 
rotten trash." 
When it's time to tell the world, 
don't be silenced by lack of cash, 
or even immediate prospects We 
know that your earning years lie 
ahead. That's why we have credit 
plans for students of promise. 
Students Invited To 
Sing In 'Messiah' 
A cordial invitation is extend-
ed to all UPS singers who are 
familiar with the Christmas ver-
sion of Handel's "Messiah" to 
perform the work under the di-
rection of Dr. Bruce Rodgers in 
the 22nd annual performance giv-
en by the University of Puget 
Sound Choral Society and the 
UPS-Tacoma Symphony. 
The first rehearsal of the aug-
mented group will be held on 
Sunday, Nov. 17, at 2:00 p.m. 
in Jacobsen Recital Hall of the 
Music Building on the campus of 
the University of Puget Sound. 
Singers are asked to bring their 
own copies of the Schirmer edi-
tion of "Messiah." 
The performance is scheduled 
for Sunday, December 8, at 4:00 
p.m. in the UPS Memorial Field-
house. 
Biafrans it is a war of survival, to the Nigerians it 
wasfields Lakewood—Villa Plaza Downtown-925 Broadway 
JEWELERS Tacoma Mall 
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS 
LIL 
1-72 
I 'THE BOARD' HAS PECIPET2 TO MEET TN' 6ALARY YoU GET HERE, Aril) 
MORE IMPORTANT, TNE 	 DEPT-. NEEDS YoU,DR. EVANS." 
One college does more 
than broaden horizons. It 
sails to them, and beyond. 
Now there's a way for you to know 
the world around you first-hand. 	 4.11 
A way to see the things you've 	 " 
read about, and study as you go. 
The way is a college that uses the 	 .„ 
Parthenon as a classroom for  
a lecture on Greece, 
and illustrates Hong 
Kong's floating 
societies with an 
hour's ride on a 
harbor sampan. 
Every year Chapman College's 
World Campus Afloat takes two 
groups of 500 students out of their 
classrooms and opens up the 
world for them. And you can be 
one of the 500. Your new campus 
is the s.s. Ryndam, equipped with 
modern educational facilities and 
a fine faculty. You'll have a com-
plete study curriculum as you go. 
And earn a fully-accredited 
semester while at sea. 
Chapman College is now accept-
ing enrollments for Spring '69 
and Fall '69 semesters. Spring '69 
circles the world, from Los Angeles 
through the Orient, India, South 
Africa, to New York. Fall '69 leaves 
New York for Europe, the Mediter-
ranean, Africa, South America, 
ending in Los Angeles. 
The world is there. Here's a 
good way for you to find out what's 
happening. Send for our catalog 
with the coupon at right. 
Safety Information: The 
s.s. Ryndam, registered in the 
Netherlands, meets International 
Safety Standards for new ships 
developed in 1948 and meets 1966 
fire safety requirements. 
J. 
WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT 
Director of Admissions 
Chapman College, Orange, Calif. 92666 
Please send your catalog detailing curricula, 
courses offered, faculty data, admission require-
ments and any other facts I need to know. 
Mr. 
	 SCHOOL INFORMATION 
Miss 
Mrs. 
Last Name 	 First 
	 Initial 




Campus Phone ( 
 
State 	 Zip 
   
Area Code 




City 	 State 	 Zip 
Home Phone ( 
Area Code 
Until 	 into should be sent to campus :I home 0 
approx. date 
I am interested in n Spring Fan 0 19_ 
0 I would like to talk to a representative of WORLD 
CAMPUS AFLOAT. 
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Regester Lecture (cont.) A College 
That Really 
Moves 
Ranklin Sneed, a representative 
of World Campus Afloat — Chap-
man College, Orange, Calif., will 
visit the University of Puget 
Sound to discuss a study semes-
ter aboard the S.S. RYNDAM. 
Students, faculty and adminis-
trators who wish interviews or 
who have questions about Chap-
man's international study-voyage 
should plan to talk with Mr. 
Sneed at the Student Center from 
8:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m. Wed., 
Nov. 13 & Thurs., Nov. 14. The 
public is invited, Mr. Sneed said. 
The goal of the World Campus 
Afloat program, administered by 
Chapman's Division of Inter-
national Education, is to com-
bine liberal arts course work with 
the experiences of world travel, 
the representative explained 
During its current semester at 
sea, which departed from New 
York on Oct. 10, the RYNDAM 
carries 500 students and 70 facul-
ty and staff to ports in Europe, 
Africa and South America. The 
110-day voyage will terminate 
Jan. 29 in Los Angeles. The spring 
1969 semester will depart Los 
Angeles on Feb. 3, journey around 
the world via the Orient, India 
and Africa, to terminate May 27 
at New York. 
Students attend classes six days 
a week while at sea with formal 
studies supplemented by pre-ar-
ranged, in-port activities related 
to course material. 
Catalogs, applications and ad-
ditional information are available 
from Mr. Sneed or from the 
Division of International Educa-
tion, Chapman College, Orange, 
Calif. 92666.  
(the balance of nature) become 
disastrous and catastrophic." 
An alumnus of UPS, then the 
College of Puget Sound, Dr. 
Alcorn received his doctorate 
from the University of Washing-
ton. From 1945-46 he was presi-
dent of Grays Harbor College. A 
member of numerous national 
professional and honorary associ-
ations, including the Isaac Wal-
ton League and the International 
Platform Association, he is list-
ed in editions of "Who's Who" 
in "Science," "American Educa-
tion," "the West" and in "Ameri-
can Men of Science." A past of-
ficer and board member of Pacific 
Northwest Bird and Mammal 
Society, he was a delegate to the 
White House Conference on Na-
tural Beauty in 1965. He is cur-
rently director of the Puget Sound 
Museum of Natural History, one 
of the foremost museums of its 
kind in the Northwest. 
A widely published author, Dr .  
Alcorn has contributed to count-
less scientific and historic jour- 
nals. He and his artist-wife, 
Rowena, have also co-authored 
several articles on the heritage 
of the West, printed in national 
and area publications. 
Previous Regester lecturers 
were Dr. John Magee, who dis-
cussed "God-Talk," or "A  Lecture 
in Philosophy About What  Every-
one Already Knows,"; and Dr. 
Harold P Simonson, whose topic 
was, "The Closed Frontier and 
American Tragedy," and Dr. 
Regester who discussed, "As I 
See Philosophy." 
The lecture is scheduled for the 
fall semester as a complement to 
the annual Brown and Haley 
Lecture series in the spring. 
WANT TO PROTEST 
CITY OF TACOMA 
ORDINANCE NO. 18669? 
ATTEND THE PLANNING 
SESSION TOMORROW 




Religious and theological edu-
cation at the University of Puget 
Sound, Pacific Lutheran Univer-
sity and St. Martin's College has 
asquired new breadth this fall 
thanks to a faculty exchange pro-
gram headed in part by Dr. Rich-
ard Overman, professor of The-
ology. The faculty exchange is 
part of a larger plan designed 
to improve the quality of religious 
education in this area. Clergy-
men of all denominations as well 
as undergraduate students will 
benefit from this program which 
presently includes a seminar for 
clergymen presented by the West-
ern Washington Committee of the 
Pacific Northwest Council on 
Theological Education (the form- 
(Continued on Page 12) 
"World's Smallest Coupon . . . 71 
=1 
(Just in case you can't read such small print, it says . . . 
WE WILL ALLOW 50¢ OFF ON ANY ORDER OF 
CHICKEN OR PIZZA IF COUPON IS PRESENTED. 
ONE COUPON TO AN ORDER. ORDERS TO GO, 
25¢ EXTRA WITH COUPON. 
No minors on premises. 
(cash value 1 '100st) 
t9tilee,e 
3410 North Proctor 
The Finest in Athletic 
Equipment" 
922 Commerce 
	 FU 3-2653 
DAILY PICK-UP AND 






SPORTING GOODS, Inc. 
Tile Glass Rooster 	 OPEN 
MON THRU SAT 
10 . 5 OR APT. 
- Unusual Gifts 
Free Gift Wrap 
Lay-away for Christmas 
3607 Sixth Avenue 
'age Six 
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Spostute  
Sports Editor — Larry Grissom 
Will Camellias Come 
To Daffodil Land? 
Editor's Note: Because of the importance of this article, I have 
decided to use last week's press release which was written 
by Doug McArthur for my editorial column. 
The faint smell of Camellias could be detected on the Univ-
ersity of Puget Sound campus last week following a 37-6 victory 
over Central Washington State College. 
The convincing win over a Central team which is unbeaten 
in Evergreen Conference play revived Logger hopes for a Cam-
ellia Bowl bid to decide the Pacific Coast NCAA College Division 
championship December 14 in Sacramento. 
Puget Sound's only defeats this year have been last-minute 
decisions to once beaten University of Hawaii and unbeaten 
Willamette University. Both losses were heart-breakers. 
UPS has never had a bowl bid, but are top contenders this 
year ranked presently behind Weber State, who suffered their 
first defeat last week to University of Idaho, and Humboldt State. 
UPS is third with a 5-2 record. 
UPS has three remaining games on its schedule. The Loggers 
meet Western Washington tomorrow and Whitworth in Tacoma 
and Eastern Washington, which finished as runners-up in the Na-
tional NAIA championship playoffs last year, at Cheney. 
Coach Bob Ryan knows full well that his team must win all 
three games to gain consideration for post-season playoffs, but 
Logger credentials are impressive at this point. 
The Puget Sounder's have averaged 25.6 points per game, in 
rushing for 1126 yards and passing for 1116 yards. They have 
one of the nation's leading pass receivers in Dan Thurston, two 
outstanding quarterbacks, Bob Botley and Bob Cason, one 
of the most feared punt return performers on the West Coast 
Jerome Crawford, and a placekicker whose records rank him 
among the top "toes" in the country in Clint Scott a soccer style 
kicker. Coach Bob Ryan commented as his team drew a bye 
this past week, that, "We can only hope for some help and win 
our three remaining games, and I'm sure our kids will respond 
to the hopes we have," he went on, "they have come back re-
peatedly under the most adverse circumstances this year." 
Could Daffodil land change and become Camellia land? Who 
knows? 
Through seven games Logger split-end Dan Thurston is still 
ranked in the NCAA top ten with 43 catches for 749 yards and 
8 touchdowns. 
JV halfback Andy Lofton getting 
Nelson. 
Going for an undefeated season 
last week the L'il Loggers ran into 
a stubborn and determined JV 
Wildcat team at Ellensburg. Per-
haps they wanted revenge for 
having lost earlier in the season 
14-0, and the varsity suffering 
a 37 to 6 setback two days earlier. 
It was a high scoring contest 
as the final score was 52-33. Early 
in the game the L'il Loggers held 
the lead but gave up ground and 
saw the Wildcats increase their 
margin. Halfbacks Andy Lofton 
and Terry Lowe ripped up 
throught the middle and off tackle 
for many substantial gains, but 
couldn't quite break lose for the 
score. Lofton picked up one touch-
down while carrying 20 times for 
100 yards; as Lowe rambled for 
172 yards in 24 carries and two 
touchdowns. Les Stanford, the 
UPS quarterback, suffered what 
looked to be a shoulder separation 
which hampered the passing at-
tack in the second half. 
OLIVER TAXI 
& AMBULANCE SERVICE, INC. 
TACOMA AIRPORTER 
RADIO DISPATCHED 
112 So. 14th St., 	 FU 3-1555 
Coaches Raoul Ancirca and Joe 
Peyton should be proud of the 
fine effort and co-operation that 
these young men displayed 
throughout the season. Hope to 




A mistake occurred in the last 
issue of the TRAIL, as it was men-
tioned that the cross-country team 
had completed its season. That was 
a misplaced article to appear in a 
later issue. The team is still run-
ning. 
Today the team will compete 
against St. Martins College of 
Lacey, Washington. Tomorrow cap-
tain Paul Marchant will represent 
UPS in a meet taking place at the 




"a good place to buy" 





You'll be "right on target" with 
a gift that's geared to please 
your favorite sportsmen. 
We've Got the Best of 
Everything 
Bowling Balls 	 • Shoes 
Bags 	 • Games 
GIVE A GIFT CERTIFICATE 
For Bowling Equipment 
Accessories 
Come and See Us 
TOWER. LANES 
6323 - 6th Avenue 
or call SK 9-3583 
HOURS 9 AM.- 1 A.M 
Li'l Loggers Lose Final Game 
limbered up by JV center Jim 
Wildcat quarterback 	 Steve 
Orell passed for three touchdowns 
and ran for two more, while com-
pleting 13 of 22 aerials. In the 
fourth quarter it was a free scor-
ing event but Central had built 
up too big a lead. 
Looking back on the season. 
the L'il Loggers were very suc-
cessful winning three out of four 
games, considering that they did 
not play a game for the first six 
weeks. They defeated the Olympic 
JV Rangers 48 to 7, Central 
Washington 14-0 and humilated 
the UBC frosh 39-0. Standouts 
for the JV's were quarterbacks 
Les Stanford and Dave Harris. 
halfbacks Andy Lofton, Terry 
Lowe, fullbacks Larry Hutchin-
son and John Marchetti, tackles 
Jens Jensen and Terry Jarboe, 
Mike Craig, ends Gary Picha, 
who suffered a broken arm in the 
Central-UPS varsity game. Roger 
Pollari, and Mike Quenell, and 
the remaining members of the 
team. 
    
Publications 
JOHNSON - COX CO. 
Compositors Printers Lithographers 
726 Pacific Ave 0 BR 2-2238 
  
     
     




2707 6th Ave. 
Although the Vikings record is 
deceiving, their freshman and 
sophomore ladened team has been 
improving weekly. In the series 
between the two schools UPS 
leads with 23 wins, 14 loss, and 
four ties. The past two years the 
Loggers have beaten the Vikings 
on their home grounds. 
Many former Tacoma area 
athlets will appear in uniform for 
the Vikings; from Franklin Pierce 
is quarterback Glenn Hadland. 
Dan Dolphin a starting half from 
Bothel-Spanaway, Pat Flahnerey 
offensive guard who hails from 
Auburn, a 165 lb. sophomore Rich 
Hill who played two years ago on 
the UPS JV team, Mike Spane, a 
240 pounder defensive tackle from 
Fife, and from Wilson come de-
fensive linebacker Steve Grego-
rich and Ron Lunceford and half-
back Mike Spencer. Their best 
defensive player is Little All-







3817 1/2 North 26th 
All Work Guaranteed 
Tacoma's 
Kaye Hal 
Tacoma's Kaye Hall, a Wilson 
senior, returned home from the 
Olympics where she set a new 
world record in the 100 meter 
backstroke of 1:06.2. She is a 
member of the 400m. medley 
relay, which also set a new rec-
ord and picked up a bronze 
medal in the 200 meter back-
stroke. Congratulations to a 
great competitor. 
For All Your Needs 
The Closest 
Drug Store 






3123 North 26th 
SK 2-6667 
A new team record by scoring 
its 12th touchdown by way of 
passing, namely Cason and Bot-
ley to Dan Thurston. 
Intramurals 
Changing Scene 
The Men's Intramural football 
season is coming rapidly to a 
close and turning to other sports 
which will help decide the title. 
A bowling tournament will take 
place next Tuesday and Wed-
nesday, having an individual and 
team competetion. An eight event 
swim meet will take place in Wal-
lace pool on Nov. 19-20. 
Other events taking place later 
in the semester are volleyball 
starting on December 3, skiing, 
basketball, and wrestling. 
LET'S MEET AT 
A GOOD PLACE TO EAT 
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1968-69 UPS Basketball Schedule 
SAT. 	 NOV. 30 	 St. Martin's College at Lacey 
TUES. 	 DEC. 3-Linfield College at McMinnville, Ore. 
FRI. 	 DEC. 6-Seattle Pacific College at Seattle 
THURS. DEC. 12-Daffodil Classic (U. of San Diego) at UPS 
FRI. 	 DEC. 13-Daffodil Classic at UPS 
MON. DEC. 16-University of Portland at UPS 
THURS. DEC. 19-Cal Aggies Tournament at Davis, Calif. 
FRI. 	 DEC. 20-Cal Aggies Tournament at Davis, Calif. 
SAT. 	 DEC. 21-Cal Aggies Tournament at Davis, Calif. 
MON. JAN. 6-Pacific Lutheran University at UPS 
WED. JAN. 8-Hastings College (Neb.) at UPS 
FRI. 	 JAN. 10-University of British Columbia at UPS 
SAT. 	 JAN. 11-University of British Columbia at UPS 
TUES. JAN. 14-Simon Fraser University at Burnaby, B.C. 
SAT. 	 JAN. 18-University of Portland at UPS 
FRI. 	 JAN. 31-University of Alaska at UPS 
SAT. 	 FEB. 1-University of Alaska at UPS 
MON. 	 FEB. 3-Simon Fraser University at UPS 
TUES. 	 FEB. 4-Portland State College at Portland, Ore. 
SAT. 	 FEB. 8-St. Martin's College at UPS 
TUES. 	 FEB. 11-University of Hawaii at Honolulu, H. 
THURS. FEB. 13-Armed Forces All-Stars at Honolulu, Ha. 
SAT. 	 FEB. 15-University of Hawaii at Honolulu, Ha. 
WED. 	 FEB. 19-Seattle Pacific College at UPS 
SAT. 	 FEB. 22-Portland State College at UPS 
WED. 	 FEB. 26-Pacific Lutheran University at Parkland 
SAT. 	 MAR. 1-Eastern Washington College at Puyallup H.S. 
I Logger Stats. 
TOTAL OFFENSE 
Plays Rush Pass Total 
P7,15 Botley 	 1.44 123 591 714 
Bob Cason .... 	 104 106 525 631 
RUSHING 
	
Tcb ye 	 yi net avg. 
Scott McKnight 	 81 331 	 5 326 
Gary Brown 	 40 187 
	 6 181 6.5 
Al Roberts 
	  65 227 	 51 176 2.7 
Botley 	 58 225 102 173 2.1 




	 8 86 4.5 
Rich Zelinskl 	 15 	 73 	 1 	 72 4.8 
Jerome Crawford 	 17 46 10 36 2.1 
Gary Fultz .. 
	
	 . . 8 	 39 	 15 	 24 3.0 
PASSING 
Pa pc pi ydg. avg. pct. td 
 
otley 	 86 41 5 591 14.4 .477 7 
Cason 
	
	 98 27 7 5/5 19.4 .466 5 
RECEIVING 
No. yds. avg. td 
 
Dan Thurston 	
 I3 749 17,4 8 
Roberts  
 s 	 93 11.6 2 
Crawford 	




 3 	 43 14.3 0 
PUNTING 
No. yds. avg. 
Clint Scott 	 43 1598 37.2 
PUNT RETURNS 
No. yds. avg. td 
Crawford 
	
	 9 120 13.3 1 
KICKOFFS 
No. yds. avg. 
Scott 
	
	 35 1930 55.1 
KICKOFF RETURNS 
No. yds. avg. 
Crawford 
	 12 207 17.3 
INTERCEPTION RETURNS 
No. yds. avg. 
Mike Long 	 $ 91 18.2 
Mike Price 	 4 38 9.5 
Roy Bogrand 	 3 :6 8.7 
Fultz 	 2 31 15.5 
Bryan Honore 
	
2 12 6.0 
FUMBLE RETURNS 
no. yds. avg. 1 
Dan Devlin 	 1 20 20.0 
Bogrand 
	
	 1 	 7 	 7.0 1 
SCORING 
Td 	 at fg tp 
Thurston 	 0 48 
Roberts 	 . 5 	 0 30 
Scott     0 19-1 	 3-11 28 
Botley 	 3 	 18 
Brown 	 1 	 12 
Crawford 	 ........2 
	
11 
Bogrand 	 ....... 	 .1 	 6 
McKnight 	 1 	 6 
Wayne Mohn ....... 	 1 	 6 
Zellnskl 	 1 	 6 
Tony Ventimiglio 	 0 	 1-I 	 1 
TEAM OFFENSE 
Plays Rush Pass Total Avg. 
Puget Sound -516 1126 1116 2242 320.3 
Opponents . 501 612 1136 1748 249.7 
TEAM RUSHING 
Tcb vg vl net avg. 
Puget Sound ...371 1415 319 1126 1600 
Opponents ..ItS 906 3117 612 87.4 
Howard Nagle, two times All 
Evergreen Conference basketball 
guard at UPS several years ago 
is presently a representative with 
Waddell and Reed, Longview 
stockbrokers. Last spring he re-
signed as basketball coach at 
Kalama High. 
UPS has outscored their op-
ponents every quarter this foot-
ball season. 
›MberNW4000361e):M6e40:0P3):Nborge):M6400*teeKMVsm40`,M3 
"College-oriented DISCOUNT Prices" 
	
;t 
1. RADIO- TV -STEREO 
	 I 
console and portable 
	
)I PACKARD-BELL, OLYMPIA, PANASONIC, AND OTHERS 	 .- V' /, plus 
 






irons, toasters,vacuurn cleaners, etc. 
plus 	 1 
	
3. COMPLETE EXPERT REPAIR SERVICE 	 , 	 ;t X: 	 X; 
t 	 At Reasonable Cost 	
,,....., , 
al 
All within walking distance of campus! )i x 
t 	 AT / 
Parker Electric Co. 
	 a A t 	 3521 6th Avenue (6th & Union) 	 I 
Show your 
 SK 2-4992 
ASB card for special Student Savings ; 




Tomorrow the University of 
Puget Sound students hope to 
show their parents, as it is Par-
ent's Weekend on campus, what 
kind of team their sons and 
daughters have been writing about 
home to dear old mom and dad. 
Western Washington State Vik-
ings (2-5) come off their second 
victory of the season wil meet the 
UPS Loggers (5-2) in Baker Sta-
dium at 1:30 p.m. 
Last Saturday Western squeak-
ed past the Eastern Washington 
Savages 21 to 20 in the last six 
seconds of play. It was Western's 
first victory in four years over the 
cross-state rivals. 
CAMELLIA BOWL HOPEFULS 




6 1 0 205 121 
Riverside . . 	 4 1 1 	 191 145 
Puget Sound 	 52 0 179 101 
Central Wasninaton 	 5 2 0 	 74 111 
Sacramento State 	 5 2 0 120 85 
San Francisco State 
	
5 2 0 100 119 
Hayward State   4 2 1 192 105 
Montana State   5 3 0 170 162 
Chico State   4 3 0 135 111 
Cal Poly (San Luis Obispo) 4 3 0 131 79 
Fresno State 	  4 3 0 180 16 , 
Idaho State 	  3 4 0 176 182 
Santa Clara 	 3 5 0 135 164 
Nrvi-ida 
	
2 4 1 	 131 130 
Loon Beach Style 	 2 5 0 123 179 
Portland State 	 2 6 0 128 280 
AFTER THE GAME . . 
AFTER THE DANCE . . 
ANYTIME! 
Specializing in 
Steaks * Seafood 
Cocktails 
JOHNNY'S 
on the MALL 
MA 7-3186 or GR 5-4211 
O'Connell meets with UPS students following chapel services. 
birth of earth 
i saw that god 
frantic in his 7-day task 
heaving rocks together 
grinding them into sand 
kicking ground into 
mountains and valleys 
spitting oceans and sweating seas 
stabbing splinter-trees as random 
gouging-fist shape canyons 
he was mad 
his white Hydra hair 
tangled and curly 
his robe ripped and filthy 
running hose 
bloodshot eyes 
a tempest of impatience at best 
the poor man 
couldn't do it in 
Ralph McE wen 
Pension Neuer Markt 
Sertergasse 9 
Wien I, Austria 




H. D. Baker Co. 





On Our Rental Purchase Plan 
Full Line Office Supplies 





527 PINE STREET 
S EATTLE 
MA 4 - 1531 
When The Cold Wind Blows 
and The Snow Flies ... 
How Would You Like To Be Sitting in the 
Shade of Palm Trees in Floric:a? 
Or the Sandy Beaches 
of Hawaii . . . 
It Could Happen! 
THE FUN TIMES 
belong to those 
Who Save for It 
With our Vacation Club a Small Amount 
Set Aside from Each Pay Check Will Allow 
You to Have Money for a Fun-Filled Winter 
Vacation—or Funds on Hand for a Worry-
Free Christmas or Assistance at Tax Ttime. 
Stop in and Start Yours Today 
4t41* 	 Where You 
VILT* 	 Can Save, 
If* Borrow and Build 
Ask dhout 
postage-free 
Bank By Mail 
service 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 




MEMBER F. D. I. C 
OF CAM FORMA 
• 
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Political Responsibility Presented as Chapel Topic 
During the past 3 weeks the 
University Chapel services have 
been concerned with the impact 
and significance of political in-
volvement at the crucial time of 
national, state, and local elec-
tions. Governor Daniel J. Evans 
and Democratic gubernatorial 
candidate John J. O'Connell gave 
their ideas on "Responsibility and 
the Political Man" in the first and 
second chapel presentations of 
this series. Last Wednesday the 
Reverend Mineo Katagiri, an 
ecumenical metropolitan minister 
to structures and decision makers, 
analyzed the theological aspect of 
political involvement when he 
spoke on "Politics From A Chris-
tian Perspective." The Reverend 
Katagiri is on of a group of 
Seattle ministers working with 
decision makers, including those 
who are political and economic 
leaders, in an effort to raise value 
questions which should be of con-
cern to men in official positions. 
By considering the areas of in-
volvement, responsibility, law and 
order, and the "new politics" 
some distinct parallels and con-
trasts can be made between the 
two speeches on "Responsibility 
and the Political Man." Both 
Evans and O'Connell agreed that 
it is essential to participate in 
politics as an active citizen: 
Evans: "Nobody can afford 
to be a political drop out; the 
consequences are too great. The 
destruction of a free society can 
occur when too many drop out," 
Constant and continual involve-
ment is the "most important re-
sponsibility of the political man." 
John J. O'Connell 
O'Connell: "Take an active role 
in politics. We are all political 
men because we are all free men; 
we make decisions. Involvement 
is the necessity of our political 
system. Without it the system 
fails." 
In the area of responsibility 
O'Connell stressed the candidate's 
duty to the people and to the of-
fice he is seeking, but Evans ap-
proached this subject by stating 
three major responsibilities of the 
political man 
O'Connell: Running for public 
office means "naked exposure" 
and "constant commitment." 
"The candidate is personally re-
sponsible for everything that goes 
on in the campaign." He has a 
personal committment not to in-
dulge in demigodery or to engage 
in campaigning not responsible to 
the office. 
Evans: Some of the basic re-
sponsibilities of the political man 
include the following: 
"To understand the political 
system, what has been given to 
us over the past 200 years." 
"To reason with others." 
"To realize that we should 
be able to organize a society not 
destroy it." 
The gubernatorial candidates 
emphasized the urgent need for 
law and order in our society: 
Evans: "An orderly society is 
a prerequisite to a free society. 
It is the only way a government 
of laws can succeed." 
O'Connell. "Justice creates laws 
which we govern ourselves. Our 
system allows those who feel our 
laws unjust ample expression, but 
they can't break the laws. We 
can't tolerate revolution and 
anarchy in our government." 
The "new politics" was viewed 
in an historical and a contem-
porary perspective by O'Connell 
and Evans: 
To O'Connell the secret of the 
"new politics" is found in a prin-
ciple which was very evident in 
Thomas Jefferson's desire to be 
remembered for what he had done 
for others rather than who what 
others had done for him. 
Evans referred to the present 
day as a time of the "new politics" 
or at least a "new approach to 
The University of Puget Sound 
has received a $20,533 scholarship 
fund to be known as the Anna 
Clift Hicks Scholarship, from the 
estate of the late Clifton J. Hicks, 
who named the fund for his late 
wife. Hicks was an Auburn rail-
roader for many years. 
Mrs. Hicks was the sister of 
Mrs. Daniel Hughes Bell, wife 
of a prominent eye, ear, nose and 
throat specialist who practiced 
in Tacoma for 28 years. After 
his death in 1943, Dr. Bell left his 
estate to his wife, who in turn be-
queather a portion of the estate 
to her sister, Mrs. Hicks, who 
provided for the scholarship trust 
for UPS. 
politics." We are now confronted 
with "the politics of the citizen 
or the politics of participatin 
rather than the politics of the 
professional." 
New Scholarship Fund 	 Adi 	 ermatt 
To Benefit Ten Students 	 Tauern 
The total estate, worth $82,132, 
was divided among scholarship 
funds in the area, the Seattle 
YMCA and Children's Orthopedic 
Hospital in Seattle. 
"The trust stipuates the total 
amount be divided into ten equal 
annual scholarships for deserving 
students," explained Dr. R. 
Franklin Thompson, president of 
UPS. 
Dr. Bell's daughter, Mrs. 









Thursday - Friday - Saturday 
Nights 
Mrs. Elizabeth Lazdine, UPS senior, is one of several volunteers in 
the special Business Education Methods program. 
You can get a lot more out of college 
if you don't have to spend every minute 
with your nose in a book. 
If reading was all there was to getting an 
education there wouldn't be any need to go to 
college. 
You could go to a library instead. 
But college offers more than just endless 
stacks of books. It offers you a chance to meet 
people who are experts in their fields; a chance 
to broaden yourself and your personality. It 
offers dating, athletics, parties, contacts and a 
host of other things. 
Any yet, ironically, how much you are able 
to take advantage of all these things depends on 
how much time you have. And that, in turn, 
usually depends on how fast and how efficiently 
you read. 
That's where Evelyn Wood Reading 
Dynamics comes in. 
With Reading Dynamics you can learn to 
read from four to ten times faster than you do 
right now. Even more important, you can learn 
to concentrate better and to understand and 
remember more of what you read. 
With Reading Dynamics you get your 
assignments read on time 
 . . . with time to spare. 
Journals, texts, briefs, classics, philosophy, even 
technical material—all become easier to read 
and remember. 
What's the secret? 
There really isn't any. Reading Dynamics 
isn't a trick or a reading shortcut. It's a method. 
A carefully researched and professionally taught 
course developed to overcome old-fashioned 
reading habits and teach you to read faster with 
greater comprehension. 
The course has been taken by United States 
Senators, Congressmen, students, educators and 
professional men and women; by nearly 7000 
people here in the State of Washington alone; 
possible by someone you know. 
Gregory Allan Lair, Seattle  . . . "I wish I had known 
this method through college." 
L. Lester Snodgrass, Des Moines (Wn.) 	 "Real good; 
well satisfied. Still hope to improve study with practice." 
Bruce Edmond Sternberg, Seattle  . . "I enjoyed the 
class and am glad to see that I can read faster." 
Michael C. Wakefield, Lynnwood  . . . "Very satisfied 
with course. Accomplished my purpose." 
Many top national and local Industries 
have enrolled groups of their key employees for 
instruction. At the request of President Ken-
nedy, Reading Dynamics was given to members 
of his staff. 
Right now, new Reading Dynamics classes 
are being formed near you. If you think you can 
spare 8 evenings of your time to make yourself 
into a more efficient person. why not look into 
one? 
It could just be the smartest thing you've 
done in a long time. 
For more information and beginning class 
schedules, call MA 3-1563 (collect). Or write: 
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics, 504 Fourth & 
Pike Building, Seattle, Washington 98101. 
evelfeal4d, 
READING DYNAMICS 
Today there is a growing con-
cern for the poverty stricken of 
our nation, but what is actually 
being done for them? At the mo-
ment there is a small group of 
students from UPS who in ac-
cordance with the YWCA and 
local business leaders are deeply 
involved in helping these peo-
ple. These students are part of 
a unique class now being con-
ducted at the University of Puget 
Sound by a professor in our own 
Business Administration school. 
The teacher is Professor William 
Baarsma and the course is 
Teaching Methods in Business. 
The members of the class are Bob 
Lavery, Elizabeth Lazdine, John 
Meads, Ray Pulitano and Mari-
lyn Williams. Through the 
theories, concepts, and methods 
they have learned in previous 
courses, these students are di-
recting an individual teaching 
program at the YWCA. They 
teach in their spare time during 
the week under the supervision 
of Mrs. Frazier (director) and 
Synona Haines (training direc-
tor), to eleven culturally deprived 
girls of both minority and ma-
jority groups. The time is spent 
polishing up the previous business 
training these girls have received 
in the past. The five UPS stu-
dents have their own area of ex-
pertise. As for example, one stu-
dent concentrates on role play-
ing and another tries to develop 
understanding of behavior in the 
office. The class situation is un-
Aructured except for a definite 
number of hours the girls must 
vend at the YWCA each day. 
The department of labor un-
der a government grant was able 
to develop this program. Its of-
ficial title is the Business Office 
Culture program. Tacoma is one 
of six such programs in the na- 
Good Grooming Week 
November 12 - 18 
IT'S IN 	 TO 
GO OUT! 
You take pride in your 
appearance . . . we take 
pride in the perfection 
of our dry cleaning! 
Including Coin Operated 
Self Service Dry Cleaning 
and Laundry 
rel new era cLeaners La 
	 Do Ft V 
  
2621 N. Proctor 
3624-6th Ave. 
3820 S. Yakima 
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Teaching Methods 
Course Added 
tion. The Department of Labor 
contacted Miss Newlan, the ex-
ecutive director of the YWCA in 
Tacoma to supervise the program 
and she in turn contacted local 
business leaders who are paying 
the girls to attend classes and 
who will employ them later and 
UPS which is providing the as-
sistance needed to enable the 
classes to be held. 
This program is provided for 
girls of poverty status between 
the ages of seventeen to twenty-
four who have completed the 
eleventh grade and have had 
some basic business courses in 
the past. They are paid to at-
tend classes from Monday to Fri-
day 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. for 
a period of six weeks, at which  
time the girls are placed into 
jobs at local business firms pro-
viding the funds to enable the 
girls to participate in the pro-
gram. There is still contact main-
tained with the girls on an ad-
visory basis (at the time of this 
publication the first group will 
have completed the six weeks and 
another group will have begun). 
Not only does this program 
provide the five prospective 
teachers with invaluable exper-
ience in working with and mo-
tivating students (only two are 
now taking student teaching ex-
perience) but it provides the girls 
with a unique opportunity to im-
prove themselves enough to make 
them employable in a worth-
while vocation. 
Been wondering what the Nov-
ember 14 buttons are for? 
Resistance, a group of Seattle 
people trying to change "institu-
tionalized violence" in the United 
States, has set November 14 as 
the day to send draft cards back. 
According to John McCarthy, 
reporter for the Collegiate Chal-
lenge, the non-violent Resistance 
group separted itself from other 
draft resistance organizations. 
"The other groups started advo-
cation of violent methods because 
violent methods had been used 
on them," stated David Sullivan 
of the Resistance. It is a non-
violent, political organization that 
welcomes support and shuns all 
social and political alliances ex-
cept to non-violence. 
The demonstration is planned 
for November 14 at the Public 
Safety Building, 4th and James 
Street in Seattle. The expectation 
is that enough draft cards would 
be turned in to make prosecutions 
cumbersome and it would add im-
petus to the hope of a peaceful 











Lunch — Snacks — Dinner 
French Dips — Monte Cristo's 
Ruebens — Clubs — Soups — Chili 
Chowder — Hamburgers — Roasts 
Breaded Veal — Seafood — Steaks 
2514 No. Proctor SK 9-9076 
College Media 
Is Here! 
Activities of the Moral Rf 
Armament movement has in-





6th Ave. 	 Tel. 
at Oakes 	 FU 3-4739 
Methodist Regional Group Flight 
SEATTLE — EUROPE — SUMMER 1969 
65 Seats Available (not a charter) 
on a Regularly Scheduled Flight. 
37 DAYS FROM DEPARTURE 
TO RETURN 
$365 Round Trip 
MAKE YOUR PLANS NOW! 
Campus Contact , : 
Ann Morgan, SK 9-3521, ext. 316 
YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE 
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'Arrogance Of Power' Reviewed 
In Depth By Author In Series 
Act Now!! 
By Senator J. William Fu/bright 
". 
 
. it often easier to fight for 
principles than to live up to them. 
— Adlai Stevenson 
To criticize one's country is to do it a service and pay it a compli-
ment. It is a service because it may spur the country to do better than 
it is doing; it is a compliment because it evidences a belief that the 
country can do better than it is doing. 
In a democaracy dissent is an act of faith. Criticism may embarrass 
the country's leaders in the short run but strengthen their hand in the 
long run; it may destroy a consensus on policy while expressing a con-
sensus of values. Criticism, in short, is more than a right; it is an act 
of patriotism, a higher form of patriotism,  I believe, than the familiar 
rituals of national adulation. 
OP0- 0 - = -1,1111010111r0000000000000 -00 .00000000011 
This is the first of four articles taken from the chapter titled, "The Citizen 
and the University" from "THE ARROGANCE OF POWER" by Senator 
J. William Fulbrigi.O. 
0 0 0 0St0 010 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0.-SEAr0 0 00 • • • 01 
We are an extraoiclinai y nation, endowed with a rich and produc-
tive land, a humane and decent political tradition and a talented and 
energetic population. Surely a nataion so favored is capable of extra . 
ordinary achievement, not only in the area of producing and enjoy-
ing great wealth, in which area our achievements have indeed been 
extraordinary, but also in the area of human and international rela-
tions, in which area, it seems to me, our achievements have fallen short 
of our capacity and promise. 
My question is whether America can close the gap between her 
capacity and performance. My hope and my belief are that she can, 
that she has the human resources to conduct her affairs with a maturity 
which few if any great nations have ever achieved: to be confident but 
also tolerant, to be rich but also generous, to be willing to teach but 
also willing to learn, to be powerful but also wise. 
I believe that America is capable of all these things;  I also believe 
she is falling short of them. 
The Fear of Dissent 
The discharge of the duty of dissent is handicapped in America 
by an unworthy tendency to fear serious criticism of our government. 
In the abstract we celebrate freedom of opinion as part of our patriotic 
liturgy; it is only when some Americans exercise it that other Americans 
are shocked. No one of course ever criticizes the right of dissent; it as 
always this particular instance of it or its exercise under these particular 
circumstances or at this particular time that throws people into a blue 
funk. 
Intolerance of dissent is a well-noted feature of the American 
national character. Louis Hartz attributes it to the heritage of a society 
which was "born free," a society which is unnerved by serious criticism 
because it has experienced so little of it. Alexis de Tocqueville took 
note of this tendency over a hundred years ago: "I know of no country 
in which there is so little independence of mind and real freedom of 
discussion as in America." Profound changes have occurred since 
Democracy in America first appeared and yet it may be asked whether 
recognition of the right of dissent has gained substantially in practice 
as well as in theory. The malady in Tocqueville's view was one of 
domocracy itself: ". . . The smallest reproach irritates its sensibility and 
the slightest joke that has any foundation in truth renders it indignant; 
from the rUTITIb Of its language up to the s.lid ,irtupc of its character, 
everything must be made the subject of encomium. No writer, what-
ever be his eminence, can escape paying this tribute of adulation to 
his fellow citizens." 
From small-town gatherings to high-policy councils Americans are 
distressed when a writer or a politician or even a private . citizen inter-
rupts all this self-congratulation and expresses himself with simple, 
unadorned candor. The problem is worsening, among other reasons, 
because more and more of our citizens earn their livings by working 
for corporations and other large organizations, few of which are known 
to encourage political and other forms of heterodoxy on the part of 
their employees. The result is that more and more Americans face 
the dilemma of how, if at all, an individual can safely exercise honest 
individual judgment, indeed, retain his capacity for it, in an environ- 
ment in which the surest route to advancement is conformity with a 
barren and oppressive orthodoxy. 
The problem is acute in the federal bureaucracy, whose congen-
ital inhospitality to unorthodox ideas, were its dimensions only known, 
would allay the anxieties of the most agitated superpatriot. This is 
unfortunate indeed because the most valuable public servant, like the 
true patriot, is one who gives a higher loyalty to his country's ideals 
than to its current policy and who therefore is willing to criticize as 
well as to comply. 
Some time ago I met an American poet, Mr. Ned O'Gorman, who 
had just returned from a visit to Latin America sponsored by the State 
Department. He said, and previously had written, that he had been 
instructed by American Embassy officials in the countries he visited that 
if he were questioned, by students and intellectuals with whom he was 
scheduled to meet, on such "difficult" questions as the Dominican 
Republic and Vietnam, he was to reply that he was "unprepared." At 
a meeting with some Brazilian students he finally rebelled, with the 
following result as he described it: ".  . . the questions came, swirling, 
battering, bellowing from the classroom. Outside the traffic and the 
only heat. But I loved it. I was hell bent for clarity. I knew they 
wanted straight answers and I gave them. I had been gorged to sick-
ness with embassy prudence. The applause was long and loud. The 
embassy man was furious. 'You are taking money dishonestly,' he told 
me. 'If the government pays you to do this tour you must defend it 
and not damn it.' It did no good when I explained to him that if I 
didn't do whit I was doing, then I'd be taking the money dishonestly ..." 
It escapes me totally why American diplomats shoold not be proud 
to have American poets and professors and politicians demonstrate their 
country's political and intellectual health by expressing themselves with 
freedom and candor. As O'Gorman put it, ".  . . I spoke with equal force 
of the glory and the tragedy of America. And that is what terrified the 
Americans." 
Ir 
(Excerpted by permission of Random House. Inc. from "THE AR-
ROGANCE OF POWER." by Senator J. William Fulbright, Copy-
right. 1966, by J. William Fulbright.) 
MANZ 
FOR RENT 
LOST & FOUND 
AUTOS FOR SALE 
MISCELLANEOUS 
HELP WANTED 
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE 
FOR SALE 
Magnavox, Full-Dimension, solid 
state, stereophonic; plus over 
200 LP's and some singles, all 
$225. Call UPS, Ext. 709. 
Head 360's, size 205; 56" Scott 
USA poles; and Henke buckle 
boots. All for $200.00. Call UPS 
Ext. 709. 
Remington typewriter for $6.00. 
Call UPS, Ext. 709. 
UPS FIELDHOUSE — 8 P.M. 
Sunday, Nov. 24 — Center Stage 
The Comedy of Bill Cosby 
with 
The Pair Extraordinaire 
1.5 boots b0015  Boom 
He'll notice every step you 
take when you wear this 
glamorous knee-high CROWN 
Boot and make the excitement 
scene! 
$17.95 full inside zipper 
$17.95 
The full inside zipper makes it 
fit snug, snug, snug! 
inside 
Z ,P1)* , 
Sizes 4-10, Narrow or Medium 
Alluring black or brown leather ; also in brown suede for 
fabulous fit and flattery! 
Nordstrom Best - 
TACOMA MALL 
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(Continued from Page 1) 
the student of drugs, or alcohol to 
minors, is not sanctioned and may 
be cause for the student to be sus-
pended or dismissed. Habitual use 
use of drugs or alcohol, which 
may be judged detrimental to 
the health and well-being of the 
individual or to the University 
community, may be cause for 
disciplinary action leading to sus-
pension or dismissal." 
Controversy arose concerning 
the last two paragraphs in the 
Code, dealing with the power of 
the Conduct Review Committee. 
This committee composed of two 
two faculty members, and ad-
ministrators, provides a court of 
appeal for any student or group 
of students cited for infraction of 
university policies. One proposal 
was made delegating responsibil-
ity for the final decision in dis-
ciplinary matters to the Review 
student's right of appeal to the 
president. This was found to be 
in direct conflict with the by-
laws of the University. The pro-
posal adopted was a compromise 
leaving the final authority with 
the president, who would act on  
the recommendations of the 
committee. In the event that his 
decision reverses that of the com-
mittee, he will be requested to 
submit his reasons for so doing 
in writing. 
Mention must be made of the 
fact that the present draft does 
not satisfy the wishes of the 
Student-Faculty Relations Com-
mittee. It was accepted, facing 
the approaching copy deadline for 
the University catalogue. Upon 
request, the faculty Senate passed 
a motion asking the President 
and the Board of Trustees to es-
tablish a committee for dialogue 
between students and trustees to 
discuss the investiture of final 






North 21st and Oakes 
Come and See Us 
UPS Organizes 
Against Ordinance 
(Continued from Page I) 
on the part of a few concerned 
students who have taken it upon 
themselves to protest this law. At 
the Thursday night Central Board 
meeting a motion was passed re-
questing a committee to write a 
resolution which would be read 
by a delegation of students at the 
coming city council meeting next 
Wednesday. 
The number of "problem drink-
ers" in the U.S. is rising at a 
greater speed than the total popu-
lation. 
The longest road tunnel in the 
world is Mt. Blanc, stretching 
7.2 miles from France to Italy. 
CLASSIFIED 
Rates: Students, Faculty and Clubs-3 lines 50¢ 
Commercial 3 Lines $1.00 
Rates for larger ads on request 
To Place Your Want Act, Dial SK 9-3521, Ext. 763, for an Ad Taker 
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Pay to the Order ot 
Dollars 
Open a Mod Checking 
Account and get a free pop 
art poster to match. 
Mod Checks are a brand-new 
exclusive from PSNB, designed espe-
cially for you. 
Take your pick of two color combi-
nations — blue and green or yellow 
and orange—in either the flower 
power or bulls-eye design. 
And just for fun, they're 
also available in giant poster 
size (36" wide, 16 1/2" high) for pop art 
wall displays in your room. 
Mod Checks are free. You pay just 
12c for each one you use, and the 
spoiled ones are on us. No minimum 
balance is required, and there are no 
monthly service charges. We'll even 
print your name on every check—free. 
So stop in soon and get some. 
26th & Proctor Branch 
Puget Sound National Bank 
2512 N. Proctor St. 
Don Busselle, Manager 
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ReNous Education 
Boosted By Exchange Program 
(Continued from Page 5) 
al title for the rather informal 
coalition between the three schools 
of theology). Eventually three 
more schools of higher education 
will be incorporated into the 
plan of exchanging faculty; Dr. 
Overman believes that this is the 
first time such a program has 
been attempted in this area. 
Chaplain Jeff Smith of UPS 
is now teaching Christianity and 
the Arts at St. Martin's, and Pro-
fessor Christopherson of PLU is 
teaching Advanced Studies in 
Theology here. At PLU, Father 
Matthew, a Benedictine Monk, 
is teaching Patrology (the study 
of the early church fathers.) In 
addition to these teachers, UPS 
will soon be having Sister 
Eymard, another members of the 
St. Martin's faculty, teaching the 
History of Christian thought 
Bauer To Head 
Honors Program 
Dean Robert Bock has an-
nounced the appointment of Pro-
fessor W91fred Bauer as director 
of the University of Puget Sound 
Honors Program. An associate 
professor of history and a mem-
ber of the faculty since 1966, 
he has served on the Faculty 
Committee on the Honors Pro-
gram Academic Awards. 
Professor Bauer was born in 
Bellingham and was graduated 
from Bellingham High School. 
After attending Western Wash-
ington State College he was 
graduated in 1951 from the Uni-
versity of Washington with a de- 
by ROBERT L. SHORT 
Charlie Brown, Snoopy, 
Lucy, Linus, and Schroeder 
dramatize new parables to 
fit our times. 
Cloth, $4.95 ' Paper, $1.95 
At all bookstores 
Harper & Row 
1817 
The plan of exchanging pro-
fessors is the brainchild of St. 
Martin's and Dr. Overman. Their 
purpose is, in Dr. Overman's 
words, "To practice our vocation 
without so much duplication . . . 
because we were all ordained 
clergy, with a vocation to serve 
the Christian faith by teaching, 
we began to see that if the Chris-
tian faith is to survive we would 
have to 'get together.' We realiz-
ed as Roman Catholic and Pro-
testant teachers or religion, we 
often had more in common with 
one another than we did with 
faculty members in our own de-
partments in our own univer-
sities." 
The mixture of Roman Catho-
lic and Protestant faculty has 
gone almost without incident, the 
one exception being the PLU 
class who greeted Father Matthew 
with a cry of "Papal infallibility!" 
gree in English literature. His 
graduate work at the University 
of Washington was in history and 
he was awarded the PhD degree 
in 1964. 
Professor Bauer is the fourth 
director of the Honors Program 
Ray SOW/La 
JEWELRY 
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